
SCRAPPER FLOORING

PREFABRICATED FLOORING FOR STALLS
For the purpose of offering an ever more complete service to its customers Fattori srl has designed prefabricated full floors for the 
installation of rope or rod scrapers that go to join the numerous types of slatted flooring it has been supplying the market with for 
years and put them into production. The prefabricated solution offers the advantage of guaranteeing a perfect coplanarity of the 
surfaces, “scoring” with an ideal depth that makes it possible to keep the walk over surfaces drier, a good grip for the animals and a 
considerable speed of implementation times.
The use of prefabricated elements also makes it possible to avoid the operations of protecting the concrete on the site while it 
hardens.
A right and a left module are made which once placed side by side they create a continuous floor already with a central groove that 
then acts as a guide for the scrapper. 
The slope of the pavement remains at the discretion of the customer: if required it will be sufficient to provide for a variation of 
height between the support bands to be made before the installation.
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TECHNICAL PRODUCT DATA SHEET

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

CONCRETE:
R’ck scassero >=  20 N/mmq
R’ck a 28 gg  >=  40 N/mmq
STEEL B450C Checked:
fyk  >= 450 N/mmq
ftk  >= 540 N/mmq
WELDMESH:
STEEL B450A
EXPOSURE CLASS       XC3
bar cover                              2,5cm
bar free interspace               >=2 cm  >=Ø max
R.E.I.                                      30

TOLERANCES

length                                  ± 1,0 cm
height                                  ± 0,5 cm
width                                   ± 1,0 cm
mild reinforcement             ± 1,0 cm
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ARTICLE CODE A B H. Flow Weight 
kg/cad

PAV500125 500 125 16 4/8/12 ton 2250

PAV500150 500 150 16 4/8/12 ton 2700

PAV500175 500 175 16 4/8/12 ton 3150

PAV500200 500 200 16 4/8/12 ton 3600

PAV500225 500 225 16 4/8/12 ton 4050

PAV500250 500 250 16 4/8/12 ton 4500
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The sizes shown are indicative,                             reserves the right to make any changes at any time without prior notice.

The table shows the standard sizes; we can also produce non-standard sizes upon prior arrangements with our offices


